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Abstract : 
 
MarsiteCruise was undertaken in October/November 2014 in the Sea of Marmara to gain detailed 
insight into the fate of fluids migrating within the sedimentary column and partially released into the 
water column. The overall objective of the project was to achieve a more global understanding of cold-
seep dynamics in the context of a major active strike-slip fault. Five remotely operated vehicle (ROV) 
dives were performed at selected areas along the North Anatolian Fault and inherited faults. 

To efficiently detect, select and sample the gas seeps, we applied an original procedure. It combines 
sequentially (1) the acquisition of ship-borne multibeam acoustic data from the water column prior to 
each dive to detect gas emission sites and to design the tracks of the ROV dives, (2) in situ and real-
time Raman spectroscopy analysis of the gas stream, and (3) onboard determination of molecular and 
isotopic compositions of the collected gas bubbles. The in situ Raman spectroscopy was used as a 
decision-making tool to evaluate the need for continuing with the sampling of gases from the discovered 
seep, or to move to another one. Push cores were gathered to study buried carbonates and pore waters 
at the surficial sediment, while CTD-Rosette allowed collecting samples to measure dissolved-methane 
concentration within the water column followed by a comparison with measurements from samples 
collected with the submersible Nautile during the Marnaut cruise in 2007. 

Overall, the visited sites were characterized by a wide diversity of seeps. CO2- and oil-rich seeps were 
found at the westernmost part of the sea in the Tekirdag Basin, while amphipods, anemones and coral 
populated the sites visited at the easternmost part in the Cinarcik Basin. Methane-derived authigenic 
carbonates and bacterial mats were widespread on the seafloor at all sites with variable size and 
distributions. The measured methane concentrations in the water column were up to 377 μmol, and the 
dissolved pore-water profiles indicated the occurrence of sulfate depleting processes accompanied with 
carbonate precipitation. The pore-water profiles display evidence of biogeochemical transformations 
leading to the fast depletion of seawater sulfate within the first 25-cm depth of the sediment. These 
results show that the North Anatolian Fault and inherited faults are important migration paths for fluids 
for which a significant part is discharged into the water column, contributing to the increase of methane 
concentration at the bottom seawater and favoring the development of specific ecosystems. 

 

Keywords : Acoustic survey, authigenic carbonates, biogeochemistry, chemical analyses, cold seeps, 
dissolved major elements, fluid seepage, geology, in situ Raman analysis, methane, ROV dives 
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1. Introduction 

On continental margins, cold seeps refer to specific areas where methane-rich fluids are 

emitted at the seafloor either by seepage or by venting (Boetius and Wenzhofer, 2013; Suess, 

2014; Talukder, 2012). Methane is transported from the deep subsurface or generated at 

shallow sedimentary depth, and is discharged at the seafloor either as dissolved phase or as 

free gas mixtures. The transport pathway is generally controlled by the cold-seep plumbing 

system (Talukder, 2012). During their ascent through the sedimentary column, the methane-

rich fluids undergo physical and chemical transformations. When the ad hoc temperature and 

pressure conditions are met, the main physical transformation corresponds to the formation of 

gas hydrates in the sedimentary column. This process represents the major methane storage on 

earth (Kvenvolden, 1988), while methane oxidation is the chemical transformation that 

prevents or mitigates its release into the water column. Indeed, methane oxidation is never 

complete and part of the ascending fluids is released into the water column, which may create 

acoustic anomalies, so-called “gas plumes” of tens to thousands of meters height (Mau et al., 

2017; Westbrook et al., 2009). Thus, oxidation constitutes by far the most important methane 

mitigation process at cold seeps. In anaerobic environment, this oxidation is coupled with the 

reduction of seawater sulfate. It is commonly called the Anaerobic Oxidation of Methane 

(AOM), and is expressed as follows: 

CH4 + SO4
2- => HCO3

- + HS- + H2O  (1) 

This reaction is a good example showing the intimate link between carbon (hydrocarbon and 

carbonates) and sulfur (sulfate and sulfide) cycles at cold seeps (Deusner et al., 2014; Holler 

et al., 2011, 2012; Lin et al., 2016). Spatial and temporal differences in sulfide and methane 

fluxes in the topmost sediment induce an obvious biozonation of chemoautotrophic 

prokaryotes and a patchy distribution of benthic eukaryotes (Foucher et al., 2009; Sahling et 

al., 2002; Sibuet and Olu, 1998). 

Cold seeps have been investigated for decades owing to their importance in the cycles of a 

large variety of chemical elements and compounds, and in terms of both benthic microbiota 

and meiofauna (e.g. benthic foraminifera) (Sassen et al., 1993; Suess, 2014; Zitter et al., 

2008). In particular, methane is a key chemical element of cold seeps as it plays an important 
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role in the carbon cycle although its role is not fully understood and constrained. A first step 

to improve our understanding of cold seeps is to be able to detect rapidly such areas, and then 

to efficiently define the sampling strategy by relying on real-time measurement of key 

parameters.  

The present article describes an original procedure to efficiently detect, select and sample 

seafloor fluid emissions at cold-seeps characterized by gas emissions. This procedure is based 

on prerequisite regional acoustic surveys of the investigated area (Dupré et al., 2015), and has 

been applied to investigate five immerged segments of the North Anatolian Fault (NAF) and 

inherited faults in the Sea of Marmara (SoM). An overview of the five dives is also presented 

to illustrate the results, with an emphasis on the methane distribution in the bottom water and 

the geochemical processes occurring near the sediment-water interface in the first 25 cm 

below seafloor (cmbsf). 

 

2. Study area, strategy for seep recognition and in situ sampling 

The Sea of Marmara (SoM) is a highly faulted sedimentary basin (Figure 1) crossed 

lengthwise by the North Anatolian Fault. The latter is a very active fault, which was 

responsible for several devastating earthquakes in the past, including the 1999 Mw=7.4 

earthquake which ruptured the entire segment of the Gulf of Izmit, in the east end of the SoM 

(Gasperini et al., 2011). The SoM consists of three main basins, which are sequentially called 

from east to west Cinarcik Basin, Central Basin and Tekirdag Basin. These basins are 

separated by two highs, Western High and Central High (Figure 1).  The location of the fluid 

emission zones along the NAF system is well documented from results of previous regional 

acoustic surveys (Dupré et al., 2010; Dupré et al., 2015; Géli et al., 2008). However, during 

the MarsiteCruise, a reliable seep-recognition procedure was required to validate the 

persistence of the fluid emissions and to overcome the difficulties related to the in situ 

localization of these emissions owing to the narrow field of view of the ROV (limited to 5-10 

m wide). The seep-recognition procedure was based on acoustic surveys and in situ gas 

composition assessment, followed by onboard chemical analyses. Thus, first, a water column 

acoustic survey was conducted along the predefined ROV track prior to each dive, rapidly 

followed by a data processing to identify the location of anomalies related to gas releases. A 

classification of the acoustic anomalies was done regarding their intensity. Thus, the stronger 

ones were selected to refine the ROV track and allow visiting them. The first source visited 

and sampled during Dive MRS-DV594 (DV3) on the western flank of the Tekirdag Basin is 
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an example of ROV-track tuning using acoustic. The strong echo observed during the acoustic 

survey (Figure 2A) leaded to changes in the dive track and this source turned out to be the 

only one that was mainly composed of CO2 (Ruffine et al., This issue). Another example is 

the acoustic validation of fluid emission persistence in the Boris Bubbler site (Figure 2B), 

which is known to expel fluids rich in mantle He since it was sampled during the Marnaut 

cruise in 2007 (Burnard et al., 2012; Ruffine et al., This issue). Such a procedure prior to the 

dives turned out to be very efficient for fast detection of fluid seeps. Second, during the ROV-

dives, a fast selection of the gas streams from the seeps to be studied was made by measuring 

its composition with an in situ Raman-spectrometer. It is a homemade in situ instrument, 

which was already described in previous a work (Peron et al., 2010). It was adapted for gas 

measurements by the implementation of a 532 nm DPSS laser (Integrated Optics) and by the 

development of a specific gas probe. It was also implemented on the ROV Victor 6000 

(Figure 3A). The probe is equipped with a cone that leads the gas bubbles to the measurement 

cell. It is placed above the seep with the automated arm of the ROV (Figure 3B).  After the 

selection of the gas stream, a sample was taken with the PEGAZ sampler (Ruffine et al., This 

issue). The same procedure was performed for another gas streams nearby, and sample was 

collected only if we observed differences in the physicochemical properties or on the 

chemosynthetic communities of the two consecutively analyzed gas streams. When necessary, 

and to complete the in situ molecular measurement, methane stable-carbon isotope was 

analyzed onboard with an analyzer G2201-i Cavity Ring-Down Spectrometer (CRDS) 

coupled with a SSIM2 module (Small Sample Isotope Module 2) from Picarro. 

Push cores were taken afterward both at gas emission sites and at large bacterial mats 

characterized by an absence of gas emissions to collect surficial sediments for pore-water, 

buried-carbonate and sediment analyses. Outcropping carbonates were directly collected at 

the seafloor. The ROV dives were followed by the deployment of a CTD-Rosette at the 

visited site where the most vigorous gas streams were measured to complete our set of 

samples and data. Fluids and sediment were also collected using titanium syringe, blade cores 

and Calypso piston-cores; however, these samples will not be discussed in the present paper. 

The overall collected samples are summarized in Table 1. 

 

3. Material and method 

Acoustic data acquisition and processing 
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Acoustic data were acquired with the ship-borne RESON 7150 multibeam echo sounder using 

the 24 kHz frequency with 880 beams (0.5°x0.5° beam-width) and an average vessel speed of 

6 knots. The vertical resolution of water column data varies between 1.5 to 6 m respectively 

to the pulse lengths of 2 to 8 ms used during the surveys. The mean echo positioning error in 

the across-track direction varies between 2 and 10 m while the inter-ping distance in the 

along-track direction is within the 5-15 m interval for water depths between 200 and 1200 m. 

Water column processing was performed onboard with SonarScope and GLOBE softwares (© 

Ifremer). 

 

Raman spectrum processing 

The accumulation time was of ~60 s and each spectrum was made from two accumulations. 

Examples of spectra acquired during Dive MRS-DV594 (DV03-RA05) are shown in Figure 

4A. On both spectra from the seawater and gas seep, a band located at 895 cm
-1

 is due to an 

internal reference, which is used to calibrate the wavelength and to control the intensity and 

the sensitivity of the spectrometer. Figure 4B shows the stability of this band. In this figure, a 

band located at 980 cm
-1

 in the water spectrum is assigned to the sulfate stretching mode. This 

band disappears when the measurement cell is filled by the gas (black curve). The stretching 

modes of water molecules are observed in Figure 4C at 3235 and 3395 cm
-1

. Finally, the black 

curve in Figure 4C shows several bands assigned to hydrocarbon molecules; the major one at 

2917 cm
-1 

referred to methane. The band observed at 3016 and 3068 cm
-1

 are likely due to 

aromatic compounds. Furthermore, the weak band located at 2578 cm
-1

 is assigned to H-S 

bonds. 

 

Water and carbonate sampling, and geochemical analyses 

Pore waters were extracted from the rounded push-cores using Rhizon samplers (Seeberg-

Elverfeldt et al., 2005), and collected in pre-cleaned syringes of 10 mL. The samples were 

stored in 15 mL HDPE vials and kept at 4°C for geochemical analyses. Subsamples for major 

and minor element analyses were acidified with 15 μl of concentrated HNO3. Total alkalinity 

(Alk) were measured on board directly after sampling by titration with 0.1 N HCl on a 

potentiometric titrator 848 Tritrino Plus from Metrohm®. The uncertainty in measurement 

was <5%. Major element analysis was carried out on an ion-exchange chromatograph Dionex 

ICS-5000 from Thermo Scientific®, equipped with an electrical conductivity detector while 

minor dissolved-elements were analyzed by High Resolution Inductively Coupled Plasma 
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Mass Spectrometry (HR-ICP-MS Element2, Thermo Scientific®). IAPSO standard seawater 

was used as certified reference material for the calibration of the major elements, and the 

uncertainty was less than 3%. For the minor elements, the standard addition method using 

NASS-5 standard seawater was successfully performed with an accuracy within ±4 %. 

Concentrations of pore water hydrogen sulfide were determined onboard by 

spectrophotometry as methylene blue complex following the method of Cline (Cline, 1969). 

Pore water was subsampled and directly transferred into Eppendorf vials with 100 µl of 

gelatinous zinc acetate solution to stabilize the sulfide. Different dilutions were prepared (1:1, 

1:10, 1:100, 1:200) with oxygen-free water. Subsequently, 100 µl of color reagent (N, N-

dimethyl-p-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride solution) and 100 µl of catalyst (Fe(III) 

solution) were added. After 1 hour, absorbance was measured using a Thermo Scientific 

Genesys 10uv Scanning spectrophotometer at 670 nm using 1 cm cuvettes. 

Bottom water was collected from CTD-Rosette, and stored in 10-mL glass vials. Methane 

concentrations were measured by headspace gas-chromatography, with an instrument 

Perichrom 2100 equipped with a flame ionisation detector connected to a headspace injector 

(Dani HSS 86.50). 

 

Carbonates 

Carbonate concretions were first rinsed with distilled water, to remove salts and sediments. 

Dried samples were powdered for carbonate mineralogical and isotope analyses, and crushed 

for chips for Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) observations, following standard 

procedures as described in a recent work by (Pierre et al., 2017). 

 

4. Results and discussion 

Dive overview 

Numerous sites of fluid venting were observed all along the track of the MarsiteCruise dives.  

1. Dive MRS-DV592 on the Central High 

Dive MRS-DV592 started south to the NAF at the border of the Kumburgaz Basin, and 

moved eastward toward the Central High (Figure 5). The dive stopped at the northeastern foot 

of the high, north to the NAF. The water column was cloudy with floating particles, leading to 

a restricted visibility of the sea bottom. All along the dive, the seafloor at the gas seeps was 

very diverse in color and textural aspects, with black reduced sediment patches of variable 

sizes ranging from few meters to tens of meter square. 
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Black patches, bacterial mats and carbonate crusts were not observed when crossing the fault. 

On the western flank of the Central High, a small depression of 100-m in diameter was 

covered with numerous carbonate crusts (Figure 6A) and black patches associated with 

bacterial mats and fauna. Active vents were not observed with naked eye. At half way of the 

NW slope, intermittent bubble sites were observed but the strongest bubbling activity was 

found at the summit of the high, with more than 10 gas escapes observed. Numerous black 

patches were found covered with specific white spaghetti-like bacterial mats (Figure 6B). 

Several gas streams were bubbling from small visible vents; some of them were characterized 

by a short lifetime.  The seafloor appearance suggests that the area is characterized by a high 

sediment deposition rate, with authigenic carbonate crusts that barely appear, or were simply 

buried beneath a thin sediment layer.  

On the NE slope, few focalized seeps with bacterial mat were characterized by low or 

discontinuous fluid escapes. From visual observations, it was possible to see the escapes 

showing irregular pulses, with quick shifts from one vent to another. 

At the end of the dive near the NAF, few irregular and low fluxes of fluid escapes were 

present at the foot of the high in its northeastern part. Outside the seep areas, the seafloor was 

covered with hemipelagic sediment where urchins were scattered and unevenly distributed. 

Overall, the fauna consisted of dead and alive urchins, clams in the gas seeping areas and 

worms in the reduced sediment areas. At some sites, dense accumulation of bivalve shells, 

presumably dead, covered the sea bottom (Figure 6C). 

2 - Dive MRS-DV593 on the Western High 

The dive, conducted from east to west (Figure 2), started north to the NAF over the two SSW-

NNE mounds corresponding to mud volcanoes identified from previous cruises (Crémière et 

al., 2013; Crémiere et al., 2012; Grall et al., 2013), met the NAF, and then carried on along 

the fault over 3 km. The last part of the ROV track visited areas located several hundreds of 

meters south from the NAF. The seeps explored along the Western High dive were of 

different categories, which correspond to: 

-Areas with black sediment, corresponding to reduced zones. There, the patches were either 

narrow (diameter < 2-3 m) or large (diameter > 5 m) 

-Areas with reduced black sediment associated with bacterial mats (narrow or large ones) 

-Areas with reduced black sediment associated with both bacterial mats (narrow or large ones) 

and carbonate crusts (Figure 6D) 

-Large areas of massive carbonate crusts (Figure 6E), with or without bacterial mats around 
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-Gas seeps with flow ranging from low (few bubbles per time unit enabling the possibility to 

estimate the flow by simple visual observation) to strong (continuous flow with a large 

number of bubbles, see supplementary video), and being continuous or intermittent 

-Discontinuous oil seeps.  

Outside the seepage areas, brown soft sediment was present with bioturbation as well as dead 

or alive sea urchins. Seeps were ubiquitous on the small-scale reliefs orientated SSW-NNE, 

their summits being the more active areas. Carbonate crusts were very patchy over the two 

mounds but particularly dense at their summits (Figure 6F).  

 At the northeastern part of the NE mound, a vigorous gas seep was discovered, also 

associated with intermittent seeps that discharge small oil droplets into the water column. 

Along the NAF, seeps characterized by reduced sediment, bacterial mats, carbonate crusts and 

sometimes few intermittent gas emissions were found alternating with segments without 

seepage evidence. In the explored southern side of the NAF, and 4 km southwest from the 

mud volcano mounds, seeps appeared as focused black patches with bacterial mats and 

carbonate crusts (Figure 6F) unevenly distributed. Different discontinuous low flow escapes 

were distributed on this part of the dive. Fauna in the reduced sediment was composed of 

tubeworms, bivalve shells and sea urchins, lots of which were dead and few probably alive 

animals. The fish abundance is higher than in other investigated areas with presence of fish 

close to the oil seeps. 

3– Dives MRS-DV594 and MRS-DV595 in the Tekirdag Basin 

Two dives were performed in the Tekirdag Basin: MRS-DV594 at the western flank of the 

basin, along the submerged part of the compressional Ganos Fault (Le Pichon et al., 2001), 

and MRS-DV595 for the exploration of the southeastern corner of the basin along the NAF. 

The seeps observed during Dive MRS-DV594 were very diverse, with the occurrence of both 

medium (tens of square meters) and large black sediment patches (several hundreds of square 

meters), bacterial mats and carbonate crusts.  Outside the seep areas, the seafloor was 

characterized by soft bioturbated sediment.  

Along the slope in the southern investigated area, mats made of cottony white material were 

observed without being sampled. Tryon et al. (2010) suggested that these mats were barite 

mats. 

A CO2-rich fluid escape (Ruffine et al., This issue), occurring on the slope, is associated with 

translucent bacterial material (see supplementary video). All along the foot of the slope, 

exposures of tabular sandstone blocks, probably of the Keşan turbidite formation, were 

observed associated with seeps. A very active site, located at the crossing between the slope 
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and a canyon, and discovered during Marnaut cruise (Géli et al., 2008) was revisited. This site 

named “Boris Bubbler” is composed of three very active seeps separated from each other by 

less than 20 m; they were called “Boubouns”, “Chnikov”and “Bulot” (Figure 6G). During the 

dive, oil seeps were found at several places. In the NE part,  at the foot of the slope,  a wide 

spreading oil seep emitting discontinuously oil droplets created a cloud of beads (Figure 6H) 

that rose into the water column (see supplementary video), whereas just nearby, another oil 

seep named “Dallas” was characterized by continuous flow of oil forming filaments at the sea 

bottom. Few meters away, bubbling of gas at low flow rate was observed. At the northeastern 

part of the slope, a seep was discharging a shimmering fluid through small carbonate 

chimneys (Figure 6I). Aside the shimmering fluid, either continuously or intermittently gas 

and oil seeps were observed. 

Numerous bivalve shells were found along the dive track, both death and alive. Mussels were 

present close to both “Boris Bubbler” and the shimmering seeps, in association with carbonate 

chimneys. Tubeworms were found at a reduced area. Several fishes were often associated with 

the oil seeps while urchins were chiefly distributed outside the seep areas. 

Dive MRS-DV595 was a 2-km length track from east to west along the SE border of Tekirdag 

Basin. Like for the previous dives, black patches of reduced sediment and bacterial mats 

delineate the seep-influence area. Carbonate crusts and pavements were present, as well as 

occurrences of shimmering fluid discharges through carbonate chimneys (Figure 6J) and gas 

bubbling into the water column (Figure 6K). The main seeps were located at the crossing of 

the foot of the basin slope and the main Marmara fault scarp, and the carbonate chimneys 

were not far from the outlet of a canyon. At this place, black patches were N80°-90° 

elongated and the chimneys were aligned along the same direction. “Jack the Smoker” (Figure 

6J), a chimney covered with white and orange microbial mats and discovered during Marnaut 

cruise (Burnard et al., 2012; Tryon et al., 2010), was revisited. Four hundred meters southwest 

from the canyon outlet, an active bubbling site, named “Carla” (Figure 6K) was characterized 

by corals, anemones and mussels fixed on carbonate crusts (Figure 6L). Mussels were also 

present near the carbonate chimneys. Along the track, bivalve shells and tubeworms were 

found associated with the reduced-sediment areas. Like for Dive MRS-DV594, urchins were 

present on the surface of the bioturbated hemipelagic sediment outside the seep areas. 

4 – Dives MRS-DV596 in the Cinarcik Basin 

The first part of this dive of more than 6-km length on total took place within the basin, 

whereas the second part investigated the SE border at the foot of the slope. The seeps consist 

of large black reduced sediment patches (Figure 6M) with surface areas of ~100-200 m
2
, 
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bacterial mats (orange and white) and carbonate crusts. Along the track, gas emissions, from 

low to strong flow, were observed within the basin and at the foot of the southeastern slope. 

Within the basin, many seeps consisted of tens of gas streams emitted from different vents 

located in reduced sediment areas. Visible carbonate crusts exposed on the seafloor were 

scarce. Locally, bacterial mats appeared as areas of focused white thin filaments around the 

vent holes in the black reduced seeps. At the basin border near the foot of the slope, seeps 

were associated with numerous massive carbonate crusts of few meters scale in dimension 

and black patches often elongated according to the slope direction (Figure 6N). Outside the 

seeps, the seafloor consisted of hemipelagic brownish sediment. All along the ROV track, an 

abundant and diversified fauna was observed. Tubeworms seemed to be restricted to the seep 

areas. Along the SE border at the foot of the slope, numerous animals like amphipods, 

anemones, corals and crustaceans were present upon and around the carbonate crusts (Figure 

6O). 

 

Pore-water geochemistry in the surficial sediment 

Push cores were collected at areas characterized by either gas bubbles, bacterial mats, black 

patches, or no visible activity (here considered as reference site for pore-water chemistry) 

(Table 2). Depth-concentration profiles of chloride, sulfate, strontium, calcium, barium, 

manganese, magnesium, sulfide as well as the alkalinity and δ
13

C-DIC/‰ are presented in 

Figure 7. Over the upper 25 cm of sediment, chloride concentration remained constant, with 

values close to that of Mediterranean water. There was clearly sulfate depletion at some 

bubble or oil-seeping sites (MRS-DV02-PC-06, MRS-DV04-PC-01 and MRS-DV05-PC-01) 

as described in Table 2. Dissolved methane was not measured from the pore-water samples. 

However, methane is the dominant component of the gases bubbling at the seafloor (Ruffine 

et al., This issue), and previous studies showed that Anaerobic Oxidation of Methane (AOM) 

is widespread at gas seeps in the SoM (Çağatay et al., 2004; Chevalier et al., 2013; Halbach et 

al., 2004; Ruffine et al., 2015; Teichert et al., This issue; Tryon et al., 2010). Thus, we believe 

that AOM is also responsible for the pore-water sulfate depletion observed at the visited gas 

bubbling sites, and thus the sulfate-depleted horizon corresponds to the Sulfate-Methane-

Transition-Zone (SMZT). This is a common process at methane-rich gas emission sites 

(Borowski et al., 1996; Chuang et al., 2013; Sultan et al., 2016). The sulfate profiles display 

SMTZ depths close to the seafloor. At site MRS-DV05-PC-05, sulfate concentrations above 

the seawater value are probably due to oxidation of HS
-
 produced by the AOM reaction. The 
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SMTZ is shallower than 15 cm at most of the sampled sites (Figure 7). At sites MRS-DV01-

PC-06, MRS-DV03-PC-01 and MRS-DV05-PC-05, however, the SMTZ appears to be 

deeper. These cores were retrieved outside the bacterial mats and the bubbling sites (Table 2) 

for reference purpose. The resulting pore-water profiles show that shallow sulfate depletion 

takes place within the specific features observed on the seafloor. Such results evidence a 

relatively focused methane migration within the shallow sedimentary column. The SMTZ is 

characterized by maximum concentrations of alkalinity, sulfide and barium, and minimum in 


13

C-DIC and Ca concentrations (Table 2, Figure 7). High alkalinity in this zone occurs as a 

result of the release of bicarbonate ions by the AOM reaction. This leads to authigenic 

carbonate precipitation at the horizon, which corresponds to a minimum in Ca concentration. 

Alkalinity is relatively high at sites where the SMTZ is shallow and low where the SMTZ is 

deep. High dissolved barium concentrations close to the SMTZ are due to the dissolution of 

barite under reducing and sulfate-depleted conditions. Dissolved barium is particularly high 

(~2 mM) in core MRS-DV04-PC-01 in SE Tekirdağ Basin, where the SMTZ is shallow.    

High dissolved manganese concentrations in pore waters occur in the suboxic zone just above 

the SMTZ. As a redox-sensitive element, manganese dissolves from the sediments under 

relatively reducing conditions in the suboxic zone, diffuses upward, and precipitates in the 

oxic-suboxic interface in the sediments (Calvert and Pedersen, 1993; Sassen et al., 1993; 

Thomson et al., 2001).   

 

Methane concentrations within the water column 

As mentioned previously, apart from a seep at the southwestern part of the Ganos segment in 

the Tekirdag Basin, methane is the dominant component of the gases emitted in the Sea of 

Marmara (Bourry et al., 2009; Ruffine et al., This issue). Methane concentrations measured 

from samples obtained from both CTD-Rosette deployment and Nautile dives are presented in 

Figure 8. The measured concentrations from the CTD-Rosette samples are much lower than 

those from the Nautile dives. Such a difference reflects the occurrence of a strong gradient in 

methane concentration at the gas emission sites. In fact, seawater sampling from the Nautile 

dives allows determining methane concentration tens of centimeters away from the gas 

streams as it consists on an in situ sampling greatly helped by visual observations. Such an 

accuracy for reaching the seep target cannot be achieved with a CTD-Rosette deployment 

from the sea surface. Its positioning depends on multiple parameters (e.g. water depth, 

stability of the ship at fix point, current distribution within the water column, etc.), and can 
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explain the lower concentrations measured. However, the two sampling tools complement 

each other as the merged data enable us to appreciate the methane gradient in the water 

column around the gas seeps. Methane concentrations up to 1.3 M were measured from the 

CTD-Rosette samples, and values reaching 377 M were obtained in the samples collected 

from the submersible Nautile. Such high concentrations were measured both on Central High 

at around 360 m of water depth and in Cinarcik Basin at around 1200 m of water depth, and 

are several orders of magnitude larger than the normal methane concentration in seawater in 

equilibrium with the atmosphere (around 2-3 nM). This suggests that the high amounts of 

dissolved methane measured were due to the methane flux from the seafloor which diffuses 

into the surrounding bottom water. Moreover, intense emissions of methane at the seafloor 

where the hydrostatic pressure is high above the atmospheric pressure can lead to the 

dissolution of a greater amount of gas as methane solubility increases with increasing 

pressure. Besides, methane bubbles might also be likely sampled together with the bottom 

water, increasing its concentration. 

The observed large variability in measurements values is not surprising as methane 

concentration may vary orders of magnitude in few minutes at the same location (Bayrakci et 

al., 2014; Embriaco et al., 2014; Ruffine et al., This issue). Moreover measured 

concentrations are strongly dependent on oceanic conditions (e.g. the bottom current which is 

responsible for driving fluids from emission site towards the measurement location) and on 

measurement conditions (e.g. whether the measurement device is sampling a higher or lower 

volume during the observation time). The high variability with time and the large gradient 

values observed at a single measurement site suggest that caution is advised when directly 

comparing single methane concentration values from an emission sites to another. 

 

Authigenic carbonates 

The authigenic carbonates collected during the five dives correspond to (1) carbonate crusts 

outcropping at the seafloor on Central High (MRS-DV01-01), Western High (MRS-DV02-

02), and in the SE Tekirdag (MRS-DV04-01) and Cinarcik basins (MRS-DV05-01). These 

outcropping carbonates have been studied by Çağatay et al. (Çağatay et al., This issue), 

Akhoudas et al. (Akhoudas et al., This issue) and Teichert et al. (2017). Beside, buried 

carbonate concretions were collected from push-cores (Table 3) on Central High (MRS-

DV01-BC06, MRS-DV01-PC03, PC05 and PC08) and Western High (MRS-DV02-PC01).  
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Such authigenic carbonate concretions were previously collected during the Marnaut cruise at 

greater burial depths (down to 7.7 mbsf) from sedimentary cores in the different basins of the 

SoM (Chevalier et al., 2011; Crémiere et al., 2012; Zitter et al., 2008). The carbonate 

concretions from the MarsiteCruise push-cores collected in sediments from the subsurface 

down to 18 cm, are cm-sized, light-grey or yellowish colored, porous and they may include 

small shell fragments. Their total carbonate content ranges between 55 and 84 % where 

aragonite dominates in association with minor proportions of high-magnesium calcite (HMC) 

(16-19 mole% Mg, Table 3). Stoichiometric calcite corresponds to shell fragments or 

coccoliths (Figure 9A) whereas acicular to prismatic aragonite (Figure 9) and small subhedral 

crystals of HMC (Figure 9A, B & D) correspond to authigenic carbonates cementing the 

detrital minerals (quartz, feldspars) from the sedimentary matrix. Large aragonite crystals also 

developed in voids (Figure 9C) or as deep-honey yellow patches at the surface of the more 

aragonitic samples. Authigenic pyrite is always present and corresponds to the by-product of 

the sulfate reduction coupled to anaerobic methane oxidation through the production of 

hydrogen sulfide which reacts with iron to form iron sulfide (Yang et al., This issue). The 

oxygen isotopic compositions of the authigenic carbonate concretions (+1.5 < 
18

O ‰VPDB 

< +2.4) from the Central and Western highs are about 1‰ lower compared to the isotopic 

equilibrium value calculated with the present-day bottom water δ
18

O and temperature. Similar 

results were obtained by Crémière et al. (2012) and and Çağatay et al. (2017), and attributed 

to the seepage of 
18

O-depleted fluids advected from the underlying sediment deposited during 

the last glacial period. However, aragonitic crusts from the Cinarcik Basin show near-

equilibrium values indicating a very shallow precipitation near or at the seafloor. The carbon 

isotopic compositions of the authigenic carbonate concretions from the Central and Western 

High (−23.8 < 
13

C ‰VPDB <−8.2) vary widely from one site to another showing variable 

influence of methane derived carbon. Authigenic carbonate crusts from the Cinarcik Basin 

distinctly show the influence of microbial methane carbon with δ
13

C values as low as -35.92 

‰VPDB (Çağatay et al., This issue; Crémiere et al., 2012). The 
13

C values characterize 

precipitation of these carbonates with dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) corresponding to 

variable mixtures of 
13

C-depleted DIC derived from methane oxidation (thermogenic or 

microbial methane) or from the oxidation of heavier hydrocarbon (Table 3). The 
13

C-rich 

carbonate concretions analyzed from core DV01-PC08 have likely been precipitated from the 

oxidation of thermogenic methane at deeper depth. This is in agreement with the dominant 

methane source at this location (Bourry et al., 2009; Ruffine et al., This issue). The spatial 
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13

C distribution of authigenic carbonates depicts well both the patchiness of fluid venting 

and the variability of the composition and fluxes of the fluids that are controlled by the AOM 

and methanogenesis rates (Chatterjee et al., 2011). 

 

Conclusion 

Our study described a novel methodology to explore and sample cold seeps characterized by 

gas emissions, with an application to the Sea of Marmara. This methodology consists on a 

pre-dive water column acoustic survey for the selection of the most intense acoustic 

anomalies related to fluid emissions followed by a ROV dive. During the dive, an in situ 

Raman-spectrometry was used as decision-making for the selection of the seeps to be studied 

and the gas streams to be sampled. Thus, the methodology enabled us to build a versatile 

database. This work offers a broad general glimpse of the visited sites by ROV. In addition, 

the onboard analyses of the molecular composition of the collected gases together with the 

stable carbon isotope of methane were useful to capture the gas diversity and then organize 

the deployment of the other sampling tools like the collections of long sediment cores and the 

deployment of CTD-Rosette. Overall, the methodology has proved to be efficient in detecting 

gas emission sites and capturing spatial variations of fluid chemistry. Other cruises are needed 

in to order to further document on the seep diversity of the Sea of Marmara and to investigate 

the fate of methane into the water column; with the aim to start time series investigation. 

Indeed, methane has been measured at very high concentrations in the seawater near the gas 

emission sites, with pronounced step-down gradients when moving away from the emissions. 

This study also showed a correlation between the occurrence of gas emissions and the fast 

depletion of seawater sulfate within upper sedimentary column, suggesting that AOM plays in 

important role in preventing complete release of methane into the water column in the SoM. 

Thus, constraining the methane budget along the NAF and inherited faults is also necessary to 

assess the role of active faults in transferring fluids from deep depth to the seafloor. The 

outcomes would be valuable to further decipher the link between fluid flow and 

transformation, and the seismicity of the Marmara region. 

 

Supplementary data: 

Video showing the diversity of seeps encountered during the ROV dives. 
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Table 1: Summary of the collected samples: 

 

 Raman PEGAZ Flow Ti PC BC CS CTD Carbonates 

MRS-DV592 

(DV01) 
5 2 11 1 8  3 1 3 

MRS-DV593 

(DV02) 
2 2 2 1 8  3 2 2 

MRS-DV594 

(DV03) 
8 6 14 2 8 1 3 2 3 

MRS-DV595 

(DV04) 
5 3 5 1 4  - 2 2 

MRS-DV596 

(DV05) 
8 4 9 2 7 1 2 1 2 

Total 28 17 41 7 35 2 11 8 12 

Raman refers to in situ gas bubbles analysis using a Raman spectrometer; PEGAZ to gas bubble sampling; Flow to in situ flow measurement;  Ti to fluid 

sampling from titanium bottle; PC to push-core, BC to blade core, CS to long-gravity Calypso core, CTD to the CTD equipped with a Rosette for water 

sampling, Carbonates to the recovery of carbonate crusts. 

 

 

Table 2: SO4
2-

-depletion depth, alkalinity and δ13C-DIC peaks measured for pore waters 

extracted from the push cores. 

 

Sample Area specificities where SO4
2-

-depletion Alkalinit δ13C-
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the core was collected depth interval/ cm y/ M DIC/‰ 

MRDS-DV01-PC05 White bacterial filament 

with gas bubbles 

6-8 43041  

MRDS-DV01-PC06 Outside a few meters away 

from a bacterial mat 

- -  

MRDS-DV02-PC04 Bubble site 2-6 44630 -21.34 

MRDS-DV02-PC06 Oil and gas seepage 5-7 56493  

MRDS-DV03-PC01 Bacterial mat - -  

MRDS-DV03-PC06 Outside and close to a 

bacterial mat 

13-15 30125 -30.77 

MRDS-DV04-PC01 Gas bubbles 4-6 - -36.68 

MRDS-DV04-PC06 Black patch 3-6 32098 -34.36 

MRDS-DV05-PC01 Gas bubbles - -  

MRDS-DV05-PC05 Close to carbonate crusts - -  

 

 

 

Table 3: Mineralogy and chemical composition of the sampled carbonate concretions. 

carbonate 

sample, 

depth/ cm 

Latitude Longitude water 

depth/ 

m 

CaCO3 

wt.% 

Arag LMC HMC d104 Mol% 

MgCO3 


18O 

‰ 

VPDB 

(bulk) 


13C 

‰ 

VPDB 

(bulk) 

Central 

High 

           

MRS-

DV01-

BC06, 5-7 

40° 

51.6909N 

28° 

35.0011E 

334 69 82 6 12 2,978 19 1,45 -23,79 

MRS-

DV01-

BC06, 7-9 

   70 81 7 12 2,978 19 2,27 -18,27 

MRS-

DV01-

BC06, 9-11 

   74 67 9 25 2,978 19 1,87 -20,95 

MRS-

DV01-

BC06, 11-

13 

   72 82 4 14 2,982 18 1,85 -23,13 
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MRS-

DV01-

BC06, ≥ 13 

   55 82 5 13 2,986 16 2,30 -23,03 

            

MRS-

DV01-

PC03, 4-6 

40° 

51.6912N 

28° 

35.0020E 

328 76 86 7 8 2,985 17 1,93 -18,68 

MRS-

DV01-

PC03, 8-10 

   58 80 7 13 2,986 16 1,93 -17,00 

MRS-

DV01-

PC03, 10-12 

   69 74 6 20 2,978 19 2,32 -17,39 

MRS-

DV01-

PC03, 12-14 

   72 75 9 16 2,981 18 1,64 -17,93 

MRS-

DV01-

PC03, 14-16 

   74 80 8 12 2,983 17 2,17 -16,40 

MRS-

DV01-

PC03, 16-18 

   65 73 5 22 2,983 17 2,38 -17,61 

            

MRS-

DV01-

PC08, 6-8 

40° 

51.6908N 

28° 

35.0018E 

328 74 53 7 40 2,981 18 2,38 -8,21 

MRS-

DV01-

PC08, 8-10 

   76 35 7 59 2,982 18 2,47 -14,07 

MRS-

DV01-

PC08, 10-12 

   69 79 6 15 2,979 19 2,16 -14,00 

MRS-

DV01-

PC08, 12-14 

   79 72 6 21 2,981 18 2,43 -13,88 

Western 

High 

           

MRS-

DV02-

PC01, 5-7 

40° 

48.8645N 

27° 

46.6612E 

643 84 97 3 0   2,03 -21,66 

MRS-

DV02-

PC08, 7-9 

   74 98 2 0   2,42 -17,29 

 



Figure 1 : Location map of the ROV dives and distribution of the samples collected. 

 



 

Figure 2: (A) water column polar echogram showing the CO2 source echo corresponding to the sample MRS-DV3-

PE03. The root of the echo in the seafloor is located at 900 mbss and its visible height is ~386 m. (B) water column 

polar echogram showing the Boris Bubbler echo corresponding to the sample MRS-DV3-PE06. The root of the echo 

in the seafloor is located at 1040 mbss and its visible height is ~463 m. 

  



 

Figure 3: (A) picture of the Raman spectrometer implemented on the Victor 6000 ROV (black ellipse) and (B) picture 

of the gas probe during a measurement. 
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Figure 4: (A) Raman spectra of seawater (red) and of gas (black) during the dive 594 (DV03-RA05). Enlargement on 

low Raman shift (B) and on high Raman shift (C). 
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Figure 5: Zooms of the ROV dives performed during MarsiteCruise. 

 



Figure 6: Photos selected from the ROV dives and characterizing the study sites: 

  



 

 

Figure 7: Alkalinity and pore-water concentrations for chloride, sulfate, barium, magnesium, calcium, strontium nd 
manganese 

  



 

 

Figure 8: Dissolved methane concentrations from CTD-Rosette and the Nautile-submersible samples 

 

  



 

Figure 9: SEM photographs (backscatter imagery) of selected carbonate concretions collected during the Marsite 

cruise. A: MRS-01-PC03, 6-8 cm = cluster of small subhedral crystals of high magnesian calcite (HMC) cementing 

acicular to prismatic aragonite crystals, detrital grains and coccoliths. B: MRS-01-PC08, 6-8 cm = small subhedral 

crystals of HMC cementing acicular aragonite crystals, detrital grains and coccoliths; isolated crystals of pyrite a ppear 

with a high reflectivity. C : MRS-01-PC08, 12-14 cm = prismatic and acicular crystals of aragonite filling a small void. D: 

MRS-02-PC01, 7-9 cm = prismatic aragonite crystals with a cluster of small HMC crystals (suggesting coating aragonite) 

at the center. 




